Where can I buy that looper turner that you are using?
The looper turner is a fantastic sewing aid to have and should be included in every sewers, sewing box.
Essentially the looper turner is one of those sewers tools to make life a lot easier for that specific task in
hand and is designed to pull through spaghetti straps, bias binding or waistcoat belts to the right side, after
they have been stitched. Without the looper turner, it would be near enough impossible to pull through
narrow straps to the right side as your fingers are too large to get in and turn the strap through manually.
There are various designs of looper turners available on the market and all of them perform in a similar way
resulting in a finished turned through strap. The most common design of looper turner is a long thin metal
tube with a ring on one end for your finger to go into and a hook on the other to hold onto the fabric. The
hook end of the looper is inserted into the tube of fabric and pushed right through. The hook will grab and
hang onto the fabric end making it possible for you to pull the tube through in on its self resulting in a
finished strap. The other design is quite rare and is shaped like a pair of very rounded scissors but instead of
the blades being on one end, they are replaced with thin tubes of metal that meet in the middle. There are a
pair of rounded large holes on one end for your fingers to go into to. This makes it possible to open and
close the looper turner. When open, the tool makes it possible for you to slide your unturned strap onto the
thin tubes. Once your strap is placed onto one of the tubes of the looper, you can shut the tube ends tight and
slide your strap across onto the other tube, so in affect you are bagging out your strap in one easy process,
resulting in your strap being pulled through to the right side. It sounds more complicated than it is but the
looper turner is a great device to use and achieves the results that you want quickly. The looper turner will
cope with wide to the very narrow straps with ease and is the must have accessory to have in your sewing
box.
If you are having difficulty finding a looper turner at your local haberdashery store then I would suggest
looking on the Internet by simply typing “looper turner” into a search engine like Google and with a bit of
searching you will find the looper that you are looking for.
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